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Houston Begins to Stabilize as New 
Supply Weighs on Statewide Occupancy
Substantial job growth drives hotel needs in Texas’ largest cities. 
Dallas/Fort Worth and Houston lead the country in job creation 
for 2019 as each welcomes more than 100,000 new roles, support-
ing both business and leisure travel. While abundant employment 
growth is benefiting hotel room demand, new inventory is arriving 
at a faster rate, weighing on occupancy and revenue metrics. The 
pipelines in both metros will begin to contract over the next couple 
of years, though, relieving some downward pressure going forward. 
In Houston, hotel performance is also normalizing following a vola-
tile few years when lower energy prices and natural disasters caused 
hotel demand to fluctuate.

Hotel building picking up in San Antonio and Austin. While con-
struction activity is beginning to trend down in the state’s two main 
lodging markets, development is expanding elsewhere. In Austin, in 
particular, there are more than 4,500 hotel rooms under construc-
tion, an 11 percent increase to existing inventory. This will likely 
weigh on fundamentals in the near future, although new offices by 
Apple and other prominent firms should raise room demand over 
the long term. The number of openings is also increasing in San 
Antonio but at a more modest 2.3 percent growth rate. The metro is 
likely to see steadier hotel performance in 2019 and 2020, aided by 
its numerous tourism destinations.

Hospitality 2019 Outlook

1.4% DECREASE
in RevPAR

0.3% DECREASE
in ADR

ADR:

RevPAR:

The average daily rate will remain 
about the same as last year with an 
annual average of $104.86 for 2019. 

Lower occupancy and no ADR growth 
will push RevPAR down to $67.42 this 
year, after a 2.8 percent gain in 2018.

60 BASIS POINT
decrease in occupancy

OCCUPANCY:
Occupancy in Texas will drop to 64.3 
percent in 2019 after remaining flat at 
64.9 percent in 2018.

State Highlights
• Arlington’s Entertainment District in the center of the Dallas/

Fort Worth Metroplex, home to AT&T Stadium and Six Flags 
Hurricane Harbor, is undergoing a new expansion with the Texas 
Live! entertainment/sports complex. In addition to retail space, 
the project includes the new Texas Rangers baseball stadium, set 
to open in 2020. An upcoming adjacent 300-room Loews hotel 
should help meet the anticipated increase in room demand. 

• Austin’s younger demographics and prominent tech sector pres-
ence are attracting millennial-oriented hotel brands to Texas. 
Both the state’s first Moxy property and the nation’s first Aiden by 
Best Western asset recently opened in the metro.

• More resort hotels, which are outperforming the general lodging 
segment nationally, are coming to Texas. This includes the Jimmy 
Buffet Margaritaville resort on Lake Conroe outside Houston.
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Occupancy Trends
• At midyear, the annual occupancy rate for Texas had declined 160 basis points 

to 64.6 percent, partially offsetting the 350-basis-point jump reported in June 
2018. The state’s occupancy rate nevertheless remains near its multidecade high 
of 66.3 percent achieved in July of last year.

• Texas lodging fundamentals have been heavily influenced by the performance 
of Houston area hotels. Hurricane Harvey produced a substantial surge in room 
demand as many individuals were displaced from their homes, resulting in a 
810-basis-point occupancy jump year over year in August 2018. As the market 
recovered from the storm, the occupancy rate normalized. As of June, Hous-
ton’s annual average rate was 61.9 percent, 110 basis points above where it was 
in July of 2017, the month before the hurricane hit.    

• Occupancy also fell in the Dallas/Fort Worth Metroplex over the 12-month 
period ended in June, down 140 basis points to 67.7 percent. This continues a 
downward trend that began in April 2017. 

Revenue Trends
• Revenue metrics remained flat or declined in Texas in the four-quarter period 

ended in June. The average daily rate for the state inched up 0.3 percent to 
$104.66 during that span, while falling occupancy led to a 2.0 percent drop in 
revenue per available room to $67.80.

• ADR in Dallas/Fort Worth rose 1.1 percent in the 12 months since June 2018 to 
reach $108.92, while lower occupancy led to a 1.0 percent RevPAR dip to $73.90.

• Houston’s revenue metrics, as is the case with occupancy, are normalizing 
following a period of heightened demand caused by damage from Hurricane 
Harvey. ADR was $103.21 in June, comparable to the July 2017 value of $103.86, 
while RevPAR of $64.06 at midyear exceeds the July 2017 average of $63.54.

Sales Trends
• In contrast to the national trend, transaction velocity in Texas rose a modest 3 

percent over the 12-month period ended in June. Investor demand contributed 
to higher sales prices, as the per room average improved to $95,000, with an 
average first-year return of 9 percent.

• Texas trade volume was concentrated primarily around the economy and upper 
midscale chain scales as well as independent hotels. Entry costs ranged from 
$30,000 per room for the limited service establishments to over $250,000 for 
some boutique unflagged facilities. A small number of full service hotels also 
changed hands at $330,000 or more per room and cap rates of high-6 percent.

• Buyers are predominantly pursuing opportunities in Dallas/Fort Worth, Hous-
ton and Corpus Christi. Softening fundamentals in certain Texas markets have 
prompted some established investors to sit on the sidelines, while new buyers 
continue to enter the market, enticed by favorable demographics and yields.

The information contained in this report was obtained from sources deemed to be reliable. Every effort was made to obtain accurate and complete information; however, no representation, warranty or guarantee, 
express or implied, may be made as to the accuracy or reliability of the information contained herein. Republication or other re-use of this data without the express written permission of STR is strictly prohibited. 
This is not intended to be a forecast of future events and this is not a guaranty regarding a future event. This is not intended to provide specific investment advice and should not be considered as investment advice. 
Sources: Marcus & Millichap Research Services; AHLA; BLS; CoStar Group, Inc.; Real Capital Analytics; STR, Inc.
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